We formulate problems of statistical recognition and learning in a common framework of complex hypothesis testing. Based on arguments from multi-criteria optimization, we identify strategies that are improper for solving these problems and derive a common form of the remaining strategies. We show that some widely used approaches to recognition and learning are improper in this sense. We then propose a generalized formulation of the recognition and learning problem which embraces the whole range of sizes of the learning sample, including the zero size. Learning becomes a special case of recognition without learning. We define the concept of closest to optimal strategy, being a solution to the formulated problem, and describe a technique for finding such a strategy. On several illustrative cases, the strategy is shown to be superior to the widely used learning methods based on maximal likelihood estimation.
Introduction
We consider three wide directions in theoretical and applied statistics: complex hypothesis testing [5, 11, 13, 14] , the empirical Bayesian approach [4, 15, 16, 17] and learning in pattern recognition [7, 22] . Each of these fields is wellknown and the list of relevant publications would be longer than this paper.
However, the methods developed in the three fields are not fully consistent with one another. Indeed, the most popular learning methods seem to have been developed independently of complex hypothesis testing and sometimes even contradict it. It seems as if the well-known ideas of self-learning or unsupervised learning [6, 19, 20] appeared independently of the empirical Bayesian approach. Such an isolated existence of learning methods results in their rather fragile foundation.
Learning in pattern recognition deals with the situation when the statistical model of an object to be recognized is not defined uniquely and only a set of models is known that includes the true model. The common feature of modern learning methods is that a so-called learning sample is given and based on this sample a certain model is selected from the given set. Then the recognition strategy is derived as if the selected model was the true one. Usually, the selected model is a consistent estimate of the true model and therefore this approach is acceptable, provided that the learning sample is large enough. However, if the learning sample has limited size the approach gives no guarantee for subsequent recognition. The situation is known as the "small sample problem".
Thus there is an obvious gap in our knowledge of statistical recognition under uncertain statistical model. Strictly speaking, satisfactory clarity is achieved only in two extreme cases. When no learning sample is available the methods for complex hypothesis testing are applicable, such as the minimax approach. When a large enough learning sample is available the learning methods are applicable. Practical situations fall in the gap between these two extreme cases because any sample has a certain size, it is not arbitrarily large. The situation is discussed in more detail in [19, page 272] .
The paper fills this gap. Using the concepts of multi-criteria optimization [8, 9] , we analyze the empirical Bayesian approach, learning in pattern recognition and complex hypothesis testing in a unified framework. Based on this unification, we formulate the learning problem as a special case of recognition without learning, the latter in turn being a special case of complex hypothesis testing. The proposed formulation covers the whole range of learning sample sizes, including zero size. Thus, the small sample problem disappears as an independent problem and is embraced by the proposed formulation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2. Recognition without learning is considered under an uncertain statistical model of an object to be recognized. The concepts of improper and Bayesian strategies are defined and the dichotomy theorem is proved that each strategy is either Bayesian or improper. It is shown that the strategies based on maximum likelihood model estimate are improper. The concept of closest to optimal recognition is defined.
Section 3. The seminal ideas of H.Robbins [16] , which addressed recognition of compound objects and initiated the empirical Bayesian approach [15] , are revisited. Robbins' ideas are formalized as finding a closest to optimal strategy. It is shown that strategies based on the well-known EM-algorithms differ from the closest to optimal ones and are improper for some objects.
Section 4. Recognition with learning is formulated as a special case of recognition without learning. It is shown that the widely used strategies based on maximal likelihood model estimate are improper. It is also shown that the minimax approach to statistical decision making is unsuitable for solving the learning problem. The concept of closest to optimal learning is defined and its formal properties are analyzed. Section 5. The technique of closest to optimal recognition is described. Section 6. Closest to optimal learning procedures are tested on several illustrative examples. The tests include supervised and unsupervised learning.
The test with supervised learning shows that the closest to optimal learning procedure is superior to the procedure based on maximum-likelihood model estimation. The tests with unsupervised learning compare the closest to optimal procedures with EM-algorithms and some heuristic methods. The proposed approach yields the best result.
Section 7. The results of the paper as well as their consequences are summarized.
The results of Sections 2, 3 and 4 are mostly negative, arguing that the commonly used approaches have fundamental drawbacks and thus new approaches are needed. The positive results concern mainly the concept of closest to optimal learning and are described in Sections 4, 5 and 6.
Complex object recognition
The main concepts of complex hypothesis discrimination have been formulated in the general statistical decision theory [5, 11, 13, 14] . Our aim is to relate the result of this theory to statistical recognition and machine learning [7, 22] . Therefore we formulate the main concepts of statistical decision theory using pattern recognition terminology. Basic concepts of our consideration are a set of observable signals, a set of hidden states and a set of models. All three sets are assumed to be finite. This simplification allows to articulate the main ideas of the article using the simplest mathematical tools. Allowing some of the sets to be infinite might obscure the main ideas by more fine mathematical formulations. Nevertheless, some examples below involve intervals of real numbers. Our theoretical results are applied to such examples without further ado. Probability density is simply used instead of probability.
Let an object to be recognized be characterized by two parameters x and y that take values from finite sets X and Y respectively. The parameter x is an observable signal generated by the object. The parameter y is a hidden state of the object. The signal x and the state y form a random pair, so that a probability distribution p : X × Y → R over the set of pairs (x, y) exists. However, the probability distribution p may be either known or not known and this makes the distinction between simple and complex objects. Definition 1. A simple object is represented by a triple X, Y, p : X × Y → R where X is a set of signals, Y is a set of states, p(x, y) is a joint probability of signal x ∈ X and state y ∈ Y .
We consider more complex cases when the probability distribution p is not known and only a class of distributions is known that contains p. This uncertainty is represented by a finite set Θ of models θ, so that the probability of a pair (x, y) is defined for each model θ by p(x, y; θ).
Definition 2.
A complex object is represented by a quadruple X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R where X is a set of signals, Y is a set of states, Θ is a set of models and p(x, y; θ) is a joint probability of signal x ∈ X and state y ∈ Y for the model θ ∈ Θ.
The above-defined complex object is not to be confused with what can be called a pseudo-complex object . The latter takes place when the model θ is a random variable with a known a priori probability distribution p Θ : Θ → R. In fact, a pseudo-complex object does not differ from a simple one because for such an object the joint probability
is defined for every pair x ∈ X, y ∈ Y . In a complex object the model θ is not random but fixed although unknown. It is only known that the model belongs to a given set. This paper deals with complex objects, neither with simple ones nor with pseudo-complex ones.
Recognition means making a reasonable decision about the hidden state based on the observed signal. Below, we will also consider cases of the decision about current object state being based not only on the currently observed signal but on the base of additional information called learning information. In order to discriminate these two cases we use a term recognition without learning when the decision is based only on the observed signal and recognition with learning when the decision is based both on the signal and on the learning information.
Recognition without learning is formalized by a function q X : Y × X → R, called a randomized strategy. The values q X (y ′ | x), y ′ ∈ Y, x ∈ X, of the function q X are conditional probabilities. Let Q X be the set of all possible strategies, that is, the set of functions q X : Y × X → R satisfying q X (y ′ | x) ≥ 0 for every pair y ′ ∈ Y , x ∈ X and y ′ ∈Y q X (y ′ |x) = 1 for every x ∈ X. The strategy q X : Y ×X → R defines recognition as follows: if the signal x is observed then the decision "the object is in state y ′ " is made with probability q X (y ′ |x). The reasonableness of a strategy is formalized by a function w: Y × Y → R, called a loss function. Its value w(y, y ′ ), y ∈ Y , y ′ ∈ Y , is the loss of making a decision that the object state is y ′ when the true object state is y. The statistical theory of complex hypothesis testing is an appropriate mathematical formalization for recognition of complex objects, not only simple ones. However, strategies that are widely used in recognition practice have almost nothing in common with this formalization. Example 1. Let x be a picture and y ∈ Y be the name of a letter drawn on the picture. The letters are drawn by some known person. A priori probabilities p Y (y), y ∈ Y , of the letters are known for this person, as well as the conditional probabilities p X | Y (x| y). This is the case of a simple object.
Suppose now that there is a known finite team Θ of persons θ drawing pictures and the person θ that provides a picture for recognition is picked randomly with known probability p Θ (θ). It is necessary to recognize the letter drawn on the picture, not the person who drew it. One can assume that a priori probabilities p Y (y), y ∈ Y , of the letters do not depend on the person. However, the picture x depends both on the letter y and on the person θ ∈ Θ who drew it. This dependency is given by conditional probabilities p X | Y (x| y; θ), defined for every picture x ∈ X, every letter y ∈ Y and every person θ ∈ Θ. This is the case of a pseudo-complex object.
In fact, this case does not differ from the case of a simple object. Indeed, one may substitute the whole team Θ of persons with a single abstract person θ * who draws a random picture x of a letter y with conditional probability
Finally, let us consider the case when all pictures presented for recognition are drawn by a single person θ 0 from a known team Θ. However, this person is unknown. So, the model θ 0 is fixed, not random, and a concept of a priori probability distribution p Θ becomes unappropriated in this case. Same as before, it is necessary to recognize the letter, not the person who drew it. This is the case of a complex object.
Commonly used algorithms for this task make the decisions
Neither of these two decisions follow from the statistical decision theory. Moreover, we will show later that both contradict this theory.
Statistical recognition problems for simple and complex objects are essentially different from each other in nature. In the case of a simple object, every strategy q X is characterized by a single number, namely the expected value R X (q X ) of the losses,
called the risk of strategy q X . This leads to the known problem of Bayes risk (single-criterion) minimization over the strategy set. In the case of a complex object, every strategy q X is characterized by |Θ| numbers R X (q X , θ), θ ∈ Θ, namely the risks of the strategy with respect to every model,
The complex object case goes beyond the scope of single-criterion optimization and is subject to multi-criteria optimization. We follow its main ideas (see, for example, the book [8] ) and translate them into the context of our problem.
First of all, we define some particularly bad strategies that do not optimize any reasonable criterion and thus they are useless. One can see that the definition of improper strategy is rather strong. It does not embrace all strategies that can be treated as bad ones. For example, each strategy argmin
is not improper but its usefulness is questionable because each such strategy takes into account only one single model θ * and ignores all the others. Therefore, if some strategy is not improper it does not mean that it is unconditionally suitable for concrete application. However, if a strategy is proved to be improper it shows that it has a serious defect independently of the expected application.
We want to exclude all improper strategies from consideration and derive the common form of all other strategies. Such a dichotomy is possible due to the known result in multi-criteria optimization [8, Theorem 3.5] . The theorem should be central to complex object recognition both with and without learning. However, the known recognition methods have been developed and continue being developed as if the theorem did not exist. This is not surprising because the theorem has been formulated and proved in its own conceptual and terminological context, which is far from pattern recognition. We translate and even prove the theorem using the concepts of our article.
Let τ : Θ → R be a function, called the weight function, satisfying τ (θ) ≥ 0 for every θ ∈ Θ and θ∈Θ τ (θ) = 1. The set of all such functions is denoted by T . By this definition, every Bayesian strategy is optimal in a sense that it minimizes the Bayesian risk of recognizing a pseudo-complex object with a priori probability τ (θ) of model θ. For a complex model, such treatment of Bayesian strategy is meaningless because the model is not random and its a priori probability distribution is not defined. However, the concept of Bayesian strategies allows to partition the set of all strategies into the set of improper strategies and the set of all other strategies. This dichotomy is given by the following theorem, which states that every strategy is either Bayesian or improper. Theorem 1. For every strategy q 0 X ∈ Q X , either a weight function τ * ∈ T exists such that q
or a strategy q * X exists such that the inequality
holds for every θ ∈ Θ. These two properties of strategies are incompatible.
Proof. Let the function F : T × Q X → R be defined by
Let the strategy q * X and the weight function τ * be defined by
By definition (1), the risk is a linear function of the probabilities q X (y ′ | x), which form a strategy q X . Consequently, the function F is also a linear function of q X for any fixed weight function τ . With a fixed strategy q X , the function F is a linear function of weights τ (θ). The set T of all weight functions and the set Q X of all strategies are closed and convex. Due to the well-known duality theorem [2, 3, 10] , for such functions F we have
It is obvious that the equality F (τ, q 0 X ) = 0 holds for every τ ∈ T . Therefore the inequality min qX ∈QX F (τ, q X ) ≤ 0 holds for every τ ∈ T and, consequently,
Since the value F (τ * , q * X ) is not positive, only two cases are possible: either F (τ * , q * X ) < 0 or F (τ * , q * X ) = 0. Let us consider the case F (τ * , q * X ) < 0. We have the following chain:
The chain results in the inequality
Consequently, the inequality R X (q * X , θ) < R X (q 0 X , θ) holds for every model θ ∈ Θ and property (3) is proved. Note that property (2) does not hold in this case.
Let us consider the case F (τ * , q * X ) = 0. We have the following chain:
It implies the equality
and thus property (2) is proved. Note that inequality (3) does not hold in this case.
The theorem states that any reasonable strategy for complex object recognition has to minimize the weighted sum of risks and to be of the form
for some weights τ (θ). Therefore, it has to make the decision of the form
for a signal x. For the special case of the loss function given by
decision (4) simplifies to
The Theorem 1 does not assign weight function τ that has to be used in (4) or (6) and so it does not uniquely define a strategy. Selecting an appropriate strategy depends on requirements that have to be satisfied in such or other applied situation. The theorem outlines only a strategy subset where one has to look for an appropriate strategy. However, the theorem results in important negative conclusion. It shows which strategies must not be used in any application. For some complex objects, commonly used maximum likelihood strategy that makes a decision
occurs to be just such improper strategy. There are quite ordinary and realistic cases when it is impossible to express the strategy (7) in a form (6).
Example 2. Let us consider a complex object with a set Θ = {1, 2} of models, a set Y = {A, B} of states and a set X = R 2 of signals. A priori probabilities p Y (y = A) and p Y (y = B) of states are equal and do not depend on the model. For the fixed state and model, the signal x = (x (1) , x (2) ) is a two-dimensional Gaussian random variable with independent components. The variances of both components x
(1) , x (2) are σ 2 = 1 and depend neither on the state nor on the If a loss function is given by (5) the risk R X (q X , θ) is a probability of a wrong decision made by strategy q X provided θ is a true model. Let us assume such loss function and compare the maximum likelihood strategy (7) with a family (6) of Bayesian strategies. Each strategy in the family (6) is specified by concrete values of weights τ (1) and τ (2) .
Maximum likelihood strategy (7) makes the decision y One can see that maximum likelihood strategy for recognition of the considered complex object differs from any Bayesian strategy and due to Theorem 1 is improper. In turn, it means that some Bayesian strategy exists that strongly predominates maximum likelihood strategy for both models θ ∈ Θ. The Theorem 1 does not say anything on how this better strategy should be selected from the family (6). However, one can guess that it is a Bayesian strategy with τ (1) = τ (2) = 0.5. Really, if a true model is θ = 1 the maximum likelihood strategy makes a wrong decision with probability ≈ 0.37. The same is the probability of a wrong decision if θ = 2. Bayesian strategy with τ (1) = τ (2) = 0.5 makes a wrong decision with probability ≈ 0.35 both for θ = 1 and for θ = 2.
We have excluded from consideration all obviously bad strategies, which left us only with Bayesian strategies. This does not mean that every Bayesian strategy predominates any non-Bayesian one. It only means that for each non-Bayesian strategy some better strategy exists and this better strategy is Bayesian. Moreover, it does not mean that each Bayesian strategy in itself is suitable for any application. Selecting a particular strategy from the set of all Bayesian strategies depends on the requirements on the strategy.
Perhaps, the most popular requirement in the theory and practice of complex hypothesis discrimination is the following so-called minimax requirement [13] . For given sets X, Y , Θ and probabilities p(x, y; θ), x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , θ ∈ Θ, a strategy q X : Y × X → R has to be found that minimizes c subject to the condition that R X (q X , θ) ≤ c for each θ ∈ Θ . In other words, the strategy
is called a minimax strategy. Obviously, the minimax strategy is not improper and, consequently, is Bayesian. Indeed, if q * X would be improper then such strategy q ′ X would exist that the inequalities
would be valid as well as the inequality
that would contradict (8) . Minimax strategies are fruitfully used in the theory and practice of recognition without learning [7, 22] .
However, the minimax requirement is not the only possible meaningful one. In multi-criteria decision making [23] another reasonable requirement is used that differs from the minimax one. Let us follow the way shown in [23] and define a number min qX ∈QX R X (q X , θ) for each θ ∈ Θ and call it the risk of optimal strategy.
In general, the risk of the optimal strategy depends on the model and so does the optimal strategy argmin qX ∈QX R X (q X , θ). However, for some extraordinary convenient complex objects the strategy argmin qX ∈QX R X (q X , θ) does not depend on the model.
for every model θ ∈ Θ is called an overall optimal strategy.
The existence of an overall optimal strategy is a rare exception rather than the rule. We formulate the problem of complex object recognition so that its solution is an overall optimal strategy when such strategy exists. Otherwise, the obtained strategy risk deviates from the optimal strategy risk as little as possible. More exactly, for a given complex object X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R and a loss function w: Y × Y → R, the strategy q X : Y × X → R has to be found that minimizes c subject to conditions
is called a closest to optimal strategy.
Just as the minimax strategy the closest to optimal strategy is not improper and, consequently, is also Bayesian. The concept of the closest to optimal strategy is a straightforward application of the recommendations in [23] to our special case. On the other hand, the closest to optimal strategy is a generalization of the minimax deviation (regret) strategy from [1] . The latter is a special case of the closest to optimal strategy when the statistical model is defined up to a priori probabilities of states.
The minimax approach (8) and the closest to optimal one (6) result in different Bayesian strategies. If the task is only recognition without learning, there is no reason to decide which one of these two approaches is better. However, the situation is different when the approaches are applied to recognition with learning. In this case the minimax strategies are not suitable for recognition with learning at all. They simply ignore the learning sample. This defect of minimax approach has been detected by H.Robbins at the very beginning of his empirical Bayesian approach. This defect is considered in details in the next Section 3. Then in the Section 4, we show that the closest to optimal strategies are free of this defect.
Empirical Bayesian approach and unsupervised learning
The principal property of a complex object is that its model is unknown but it is not random. It is fixed and does not change. The property gives rise to conjecture that recognizing a sample of independent and identically distributed objects can be performed better than isolated recognition of each element in the sample independently. The idea was researched by H.Robbins [16] decades ago and initiated an empirical Bayesian approach [15] . In fact, the same idea is the basis of an approach in pattern recognition known as unsupervised learning. However, these two approaches exist as if they arouse and were being developed independently of one another. We consider them as two different paths to the same goal and formulate a problem that may be considered as one of possible concretizations of empirical Bayesian approach and one of possible modifications of unsupervised learning. H.Robbins explains his idea on the following simple example [16] , which we will use several times through the article. An object is considered with a set X = R of signals, a set Y = {1, 2} of states and a set Θ = {θ | 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1} of models. The object generates a Gaussian random signal x ∈ X, whose variance is 1, and whose mean equals 1 if the object is in state 1 and equals (−1) if the object is in state 2. Only a priori probabilities of the states are unknown. They depend on the model so that the probability of state 1 is θ and the probability of state 2 is 1 − θ. In other words, the probability densities p(x, y; θ) that define the complex object are
where θ 1 = θ, θ 2 = 1 − θ, µ 1 = 1, µ 2 = (−1). The loss function is given by (5). Let us consider optimal and minimax strategies
and see how the risks R X (q opt X (θ), θ) and R X (q minmax X , θ) depend on the model θ (see Figure 2) . Each strategy has a drawback compared to the other one. The strategy q opt X (θ) can be used only if the model θ is known. The strategy q minmax X can be used even if the model θ is unknown, however the risk , θ) on model θ is plotted with a dashed curve. Probabilities min qX ∈QX R X (q X , θ) are plotted with a solid curve.
Suppose that rather than a single object, a sample of independent random objects has to be recognized. The model θ according to which the objects are generated is unknown but fixed for the whole sample. H.Robbins formulates the main idea of empirical Bayesian approach that such a sample can be recognized much better than each of its elements independently. His important negative result is that this improvement cannot be achieved in the framework of the minimax approach. Let us state this negative result exactly.
Let a complex object be defined by the sets X = R, Y = {1, 2}, Θ = {θ | 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1} and the probability density (9) . Let the loss function have the form (5). For this complex object and a positive integer n, another complex object is defined, a so called compound complex object. It is characterized by sets X n , Y n , Θ, probabilities
and losses
Let q X n : Y n × X n → R be the recognition strategy for the compound object and let
be the risk of the strategy q X n with respect to the model θ. The quoted negative result states that
for any number n. It means that the quality of the strategy
is not better than q
Minimax strategies do not take advantage of the situation that multiple objects with a common model have to be recognized. We will show in Section 4 that this drawback of minimax strategies also holds in a more general case. Despite of this clearly negative result, H.Robbins presents a heuristic strategy that for the objects of the form (9) and observed signals (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) makes the decisions
The strategy (10) does not predominate q
is optimal by definition. The strategy (10) does not predominate q minmax X n because q minmax X n is Bayesian and no strategy predominates it. However, the strategy (10) can be used even when the model θ is unknown. From this point of view it is better than the strategy q opt X (θ) that makes the decision
that depends on θ. The strategy (10) is better than q minmax X n in a sense that its quality improves as n increases while the quality of q minmax X n does not depend on n and remains equal to the quality of q minmax X . Moreover, for large enough n the strategy (10) behaves almost like q opt X (θ). The strategy (10) illustrates the main idea of the empirical Bayesian approach [15, 16, 17] , namely that an object sample can be recognized much better than by recognizing each object independently. However, the example says nothing about the requirement that the strategy (10) should be derived from. It only makes clear that it is not the minimax one. The problem of compound object recognition is not stated as precisely as the similar problems in the Bayesian or minimax decision theory. Therefore it is unclear how the approach should be formulated in general, not only for the special case (9) .
One of the possible specifications of the empirical Bayesian approach may be the following problem definition of compound complex object recognition. The input data of this problem consist of a quadruple X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R representing a complex object, a loss function w: Y × Y → R and a positive integer n. These data define risks
of optimal strategies, a compound object
Let q X n : Y n × X n → R be a randomized strategy that makes a decision about hidden states y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n on the base of observed signals y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y n . Let Q X n be the set of all such strategies. For q X n ∈ Q X n and model θ ∈ Θ, the risk is a number
The problem of compound complex object recognition is defined so that for a quadruple
a loss function w: Y × Y → R and a positive integer n the closest to optimal strategy
has to be found. Obviously, the solution q * X n to this problem is a Bayesian strategy.
Widely known unsupervised learning is another approach that copes with recognizing compound complex objects. It proceeds as follows. First, for given sets X, Y , Θ, probabilities p(x, y; θ), x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , θ ∈ Θ, and a samplē x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) the maximum likelihood estimate
is found. Then, the elements of the sample are recognized using the strategy
as if the obtained model θ ML would be a true model. The maximum likelihood estimation (13) is of the main interest here because it is not trivial even in the simplest cases. To solve (13), the algorithms [20] are used, which later became widely known as the EM-algorithms [6] . The problem (13) is significant in its own right. Nevertheless, for some complex objects the strategy (13, 14) is improper even though each strategy of the family
is Bayesian. Each strategy of the family (15) differs from the strategy (13), (14) at least due to the fact that their formats differ from one another, the first being Y × X → R and the second Y n × X n → R. However, even if n = 1 and their formats become identical, some complex objects exist such that the strategy (13), (14) differs from each strategy of the family (15) . Moreover, it differs from every Bayesian strategy.
Example 3. Let us consider a complex object and a loss function as in the Example 2 and compare the unsupervised learning strategy (13) , (14) with strategies of the family (15) for the simplest case when n = 1. For a given signal x = (x (1) , x (2) ) the strategy (15) makes a decision
that depends on θ * . For θ * = 1 the strategy q * X divides the plane X = R 2 into two half-planes X * (A, θ * = 1) and X * (B, θ * = 1) with a horizontal line with coordinate x (2) = 0.5. For θ * = 2 it divides X into X * (A, θ * = 2) and X * (B, θ * = 2) with a vertical line with coordinate x (1) = 0.5 (see Figure 3 ). The strategy (13), (14) makes a decision that does not depend on θ. This decision is A on subset
that differs both from X * (A, θ * = 1) and from X * (A, θ * = 2). Therefore, the strategy (13), (14) The heuristic strategy (10) by H.Robbins, the closest to optimal strategy (12) and the unsupervised learning strategy (13, 14) are three different strategies. They are compared experimentally for the complex model (9) in Example 9 in Section 6. In this experiment, the closest to optimal strategy yields the best result, the unsupervised learning strategy the worst, and the heuristic strategy an intermediate one.
Recognition with learning
As in the previous sections, we consider complex objects, defined by a quadruple X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R . In addition, a certain source of data is considered. The source generates the so called learning information z that belongs to a finite set Z. The learning information z is random and depends on the model θ ∈ Θ, so that the probability p(z; θ) is defined for every z ∈ Z and θ ∈ Θ. It is crucial that for a fixed model θ, the learning information z depends neither on the current state y nor on the current signal x of the object, so that p(z, x, y; θ) = p(z; θ)p(x, y; θ). Formally, the source of learning information is defined with a triple Z, Θ, p : Z × Θ → R .
Usually, learning information is obtained in a following way. The object is put into a special condition so that even its state becomes observable. Under this condition, a sample (x 1 , y 1 ; x 2 , y 2 ; . . . x n , y n ) of n independent random pairs (x, y) is observed so that Z = (X × Y ) n and p(z; θ) = p(x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , . . . , x n , y n ; θ) = n i=1 p(x i , y i ; θ).
Our formulation is more general. In case of unsupervised learning, the learning information z is an element of X n . When the learning information is absent, we introduce a special element 0 and define Z = {0} and p(z = 0; θ) = 1 for every model θ ∈ Θ. The learning information can have a different nature, for example, it can be an expert opinion about the model. Moreover, the learning information can come from several independent sources simultaneously as it is mentioned in [12] . In this case, the set Z s and the probabilities p(z; θ, s), z ∈ Z s , θ ∈ Θ, s ∈ S, are given for every source s ∈ S.
The problem of recognition with learning means that for a given complex object and a learning information source a strategy has to be developed that makes a decision about current object state based both on the learning information and on the current signal generated by the object. We express this statement in the form
The value q X×Z (y ′ |x, z) of the strategy q X×Z is a conditional probability of the decision "a state of an object is y ′ " under condition that a signal x is observed and learning information z is available. The form
expresses the problem of recognition without learning. One can see that the form (18) is a special case of (19) . Really, (18) can be equivalently expressed as
with X * = X × Z and p * (x * , y; θ) = p * (x, z, y; θ) = p(z; θ) · p(x, y; θ). In other words, a complex object with a source of learning information can be replaced with another object that generates specific signals composed of two components. The first component depends both on the current state of the object and on the model. The second one depends directly only on the model and under a fixed model depends neither on the current state nor on the first component.
Theorem 1, proved in Section 2 in the general form, remains valid for recognition with learning. However, for subsequent considerations another formulation of the theorem is more convenient. A strategy q X×Z : Y × X × Z → R will be represented as a superposition of two functions: a learning procedure g Z : Z → Q and a recognition strategy q X : Y × X → R. Given learning information z, the learning procedure g Z defines the recognition strategy g Z (z): Y × X → R. This means that after learning with random information z and observing a signal x, the decision "the object is in state y ′ " is made with probability g Z (z)(y ′ |x). Let G Z be the set of all possible learning procedures of the form Z → Q.
As before, R X (q X , θ) is the risk of recognition strategy q X ∈ Q X with respect to the model θ ∈ Θ. The number R X (g Z (z), θ) is the risk of the strategy g Z (z), obtained by applying the learning procedure g Z : Z → Q to the learning information z ∈ Z. The risk R X (g Z (z), θ) is random because it depends on the random information z. Let R Z (g Z , θ) denote the expectation of the risk over the set of all learning informations, 
or a learning procedure g * Z exists such that for every model θ ∈ Θ the inequality
holds. These two properties of learning procedures are incompatible.
The theorem says that every learning procedure is either Bayesian or improper. In the special case when a sample (x 1 , y 1 ; x 2 , y 2 ; . . . ; x n , y n ) is the learning information and a signal x 0 is observed, the decision y * about the current object state has to be of the form y * = argmin
with some weights τ (θ), θ ∈ Θ. For the loss function (5), the strategy is simplified to
p(x i , y i ; θ).
Strategies that are commonly used in pattern recognition have other form. The most widely known is the method based on maximum likelihood estimation [7, 22] . According to this method, the model
is found and then for an observed signal x the decision
is made, as if the maximum likelihood model was identical to the true one. For some complex objects, the strategy (21, 22) differs from (20) and thus it is improper. One of such complex objects was considered in Examples 2 and 3. The following example shows more sharply the main defect of maximum likelihood learning (21), (22) .
Example 4.
Let us return to complex object X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R described in a Section 3 with sets X = R, Y = {1, 2}, Θ = {θ|0 ≤ θ ≤ 1} and probability density distribution p : X × Y × Θ → R of the form (9) . The loss function is given by (5) . If no learning sample is available one can use a minimax recognition strategy that does not depend on a model. The strategy decides that y = 1 if x ≥ 0 and y = 2 if x < 0. The strategy makes a wrong decision with probability ≈ 0.16 independently of a model and seems to be quite reasonable.
Suppose now that the learning sample is obtained that consists of only pair (x 0 , y 0 ). It is very small sample but one can expect that it enables at least small improvement as compared with minimax strategy that works if no learning sample is available. However, the maximum likelihood learning (21), (22) results in a strategy that ignores a current signal x at all and decides that the object is in the state y 0 independently of signal generated by object. So, if the learning sample is of very small size it is reasonable to ignore it rather than to make use of it with maximum likelihood learning.
Nevertheless, the maximum likelihood learning (21, 22) has an important positive property that can be called asymptotic optimality. Asymptotic optimality qualifies a learning procedure in a similar sense as consistency qualifies a parameter estimate. We formulate and prove this property after several preliminary remarks.
First, we assume that for every two different models θ 1 and θ 2 a pair (x, y) ∈ X ×Y exists such that p(x, y; θ 1 ) = p(x, y; θ 2 ). Obviously, this assumption is not a restriction. Really, if there are two models θ 1 and θ 2 such that p(x, y; θ 1 ) = p(x, y; θ 2 ) for each pair (x, y) ∈ X × Y they can be treated as equivalent and be replaced with one model. is defined for every pair (θ * , θ ′ ) and is strictly negative if θ * = θ ′ . The statement results from the known property of entropy-like functions that
and if
At last, we use a fundamental relation between the averaged value
and the expected value x∈X x · p(x). The relation restricted to our special case has the following formulation. Let n be a positive number, X be a finite set of numbers, p(x) be the probability of x ∈ X and
Then for every θ
Proof. Let us choose an arbitrary model θ * and fix it for the whole proof. Let us denote
The model θ ML (z) is random because it depends on a random sample z. If the probability of the sample z is p(z; θ * ) = p(x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , . . . x n , y n ; θ
then inequality θ ML (z) = θ * is a random event with its probability depending on n. We prove that the probability of inequality θ ML (z) = θ * converges to zero when n increases. Let us define three subsets of the set Z = (X × Y ) n :
that results in
The subset Z(θ * , θ ′ , n) consists of all samples z = (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 , . . . x n , y n ) that satisfy the inequality
The left side of the inequality is the average of n independent and identically distributed random numbers log p(x, y; θ ′ ) − log p(x, y; θ * ). The mean value x∈X y∈Y p(x, y; θ * ) log p(x, y; θ ′ ) − x∈X y∈Y p(x, y; θ * ) log p(x, y; θ * ) of these numbers is negative and therefore lim n→∞ P (Z(θ * , θ ′ , n) = 0 due to (23) and lim n→∞ P (Z ML (θ * , n)) = 0 due to (26). The proof is concluded by the chain
We restrict our further considerations to Bayesian learning procedures, focusing in particular on the minimax procedure argmin R X (q X , θ) . Both procedures belong to the Bayesian class. However, minimax procedures have a fundamental drawback that they sometimes do not make use of a learning sample, no matter how large it is. For a rather wide class of complex objects, the minimax learning procedure simply ignores the learning sample. 
Then any source Z, Θ, p : Z × Θ → R of learning information and any learning procedure g Z : Z → Q satisfy the inequality
Proof. For any learning procedure g Z , we have the chain
The theorem shows that there are complex objects for which the minimax approach is particularly inappropriate. Inequality (27) states that any learning procedure, however sophisticated it may be, is useless from the minimax point of view. It cannot yield a recognition strategy that would be better than some strategy that does not use the learning sample at all. The following examples show that such situations are nothing unusual.
Example 5. The conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied if for every weight function τ ∈ T , the model set Θ contains a model θ ′ such that p(x, y; θ
. One of such model sets is just the set (9), for which H.Robbins shows that the minimax strategy does not achieve the result that the empirical Bayesian approach does.
, and p X | Y (x| y) be a two-dimensional Gaussian probability density distribution with the unit covariance matrix. The expected values θ y , y ∈ {1, 2}, of the random signal x ∈ X are unknown. It is only known that they belong to given closed convex disjoint sets Θ 1 and Θ 2 . This means, the set of models is Θ = Θ 1 × Θ 2 . This model set does not satisfy the condition of Example 5 but it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4. In this case, the model θ * ∈ Θ is the pair
and the strategy q * makes the decision
It is an acceptable recognition strategy for the complex object considered. However, it is clear that a better strategy could be found if a learning sample was available, in particular if this sample was large enough. Nevertheless, the minimax strategy ignores this opportunity even if the learning sample is very large.
Example 7. Let p y : X → R, y ∈ {1, 2}, be two functions whose values are conditional probabilities p X | Y (x| y), so that p y (x) = p X | Y (x| y). It is a typical situation in pattern recognition that the functions p 1 and p 2 are unknown and only a set P is known that contains both p 1 and p 2 . In this case, the set of models is Θ = P × P , the model θ * is any pair p 1 = p 2 , and q * X is the strategy that for every signal x decides about the state y with equal probabilities q * X (y = 1 | x) = q * X (y = 2 |x). This strategy is quite bad but no better strategy is possible. However, it is clear, at least intuitively, that the situation could be improved if a learning sample was available. Minimax strategies are not able to take advantage of a learning sample, no matter how large.
Theorem 4 is a severe negative result. The result is quite transparent and easy to prove, especially, if one notices that the condition of the theorem states that the function R X : Q X × Θ → R has a saddle point and the pair (q * X , θ * ) is this point. Probably, the property was discovered many times before. In a special case, this property was noticed by H.Robbins when he wanted to derive the empirical Bayesian approach from the ideas of minimax decisions [16] . This clarity may have been the reason for the hasty and pessimistic conclusion that recognition with learning is something very different from recognition without learning, something beyond the statistical decision theory.
Theorems 3 and 4 show the state of today's knowledge of complex object recognition as well as a gap in this knowledge. The minimax approach is suited for recognizing hidden state based on the signal that depends both on the state and on the model. However, for some complex objects this approach ignores learning information that depends directly only on the model and does not depend on the state. Unlike minimax approach, maximum likelihood learning makes use of the learning sample. It allows to recognize complex objects almost as if the model of the object is known. However, it is possible only when the learning sample size can be increased almost infinitely. For limited samples and for some objects maximum likelihood learning is not Bayesian and is predominated by some other methods. Therefore, today's developers have to cope alone with the problem when the model of an object is not completely known but several few examples of object's behaviour (let us say, 4-5) are available.
Let us see now how the closest to optimal learning procedures behave. As shown by the following theorem similar to Theorem 4, these procedures are also useless for a certain class of complex objects.
and a strategy q * X exist such that
However, the consequences of this theorem for closest to optimal learning are not so destructive as those of Theorem 4 for minimax learning. In fact, conditions (28) and (29) imply that an overall optimal Bayesian strategy exists for the recognized object, namely the strategy q * X . Really, it follows from (28) that
Thus, a condition (29) obtains a form
Evidently,
and so
In this case, any learning approach is useless, not only closest to optimal one. Just as maximum likelihood learning, closest to optimal learning is also asymptotically optimal in the sense of the following theorem.
n and the learning procedure g *
Proof. We proved earlier (see (25)) that
for procedure (24) and every model θ. Consequently,
because the number |Θ| of models is finite. Clearly,
(32) Equality (31) and inequality (32) imply (30).
Hence, the concept of closest to optimal learning fills the above-mentioned gap in complex object recognition. It embraces the whole range of learning sample sizes, from zero to infinity. Unlike minimax approach it ignores the learning sample only if an overall optimal strategy exists for the recognized object. Certainly, in this case no information that specifies the model is needed. Similarly to the risks of maximum likelihood learning, the risks of closest to optimal learning converge to the risks of the optimal strategy. Unlike maximum likelihood learning, closest to optimal learning is Bayesian and is predominated by no other learning procedure.
Developing closest to optimal learning procedures
We consider a complex object, presented with a quadruple X, Y, Θ, p : X × Y × Θ → R , and a source of learning information, presented with a triple Z, Θ, p :
The following two theorems show the way of developing the closest to optimal learning procedure. Clearly, this procedure is predominated with no procedure and therefore it is Bayesian. The next theorem specifies a weight function, with respect to which it is Bayesian.
Theorem 7. The closest to optimal learning procedure
is a Bayesian procedure with respect to weights τ * (θ), θ ∈ Θ that maximize the difference
Proof. Let us define a function F : T × G Z → R given by
that allows to express procedure g * Z and weight function τ * in a form
We have to prove that g *
is a linear function of g Z for every fixed τ and a linear function of τ for every fixed g Z . It is defined on the Cartesian product of two convex closed sets T and G Z . Due to the well-known duality theorem [2, 3, 10] this function satisfies the equality
This implies the equality F (τ * , g * Z ) = min gZ ∈GZ F (τ * , g Z ) and the chain
For each g Z ∈ G Z , the function F (τ, g Z ) depends linearly on weights τ (θ), θ ∈ Θ. Therefore, evidently, the function Φ(τ ) = min gZ ∈GZ F (τ, g Z ) is a concave function of these weights. Nevertheless, we deduce this fact directly from the definition of concavity and obtain an explicit expression for the supergradient of the function Φ, which is necessary for its further maximization. 
is a concave function of weights τ (θ), θ ∈ Θ.
Proof. We show that for every point τ * ∈ R Θ some linear function L: R Θ → R exists that satisfies the inequality
for every τ ∈ R Θ . Note that the gradient of this linear function is a supergradient of the function Φ at the point τ * . One of possible linear functions that satisfy (33) is the function with values
where
Indeed,
7. set the weights τ (θ), θ ∈ Θ, to the projection of the weights τ (θ) + γ i ∆(θ) on T ;
Supergradient optimization, which iteratively updates the initial weights, is performed only in steps 2, 3 and 7. The other steps calculate the data used in the stopping condition, which, as will be shown, guarantees the required accuracy. Let S and s be the bounds after termination of the algorithm. It means that a learning procedure g ′ Z with the quality max
has been obtained at some iteration. It also means that a weight function τ
has been obtained at some (possibly different) iteration. As shown by the following theorem, the procedure g ′ Z and the weight function τ ′ have the property that the difference between the quality of the obtained procedure and the best procedure is not greater than ε. 
Proof. As before, we consider the function
By (34) and (35), for the procedure g ′ X and the weight function τ ′ we have the chain
From this chain and the stopping condition S − s < ε, it follows that
Examples
For several simplest cases, the closest to optimal learning procedure g 0 is compared with the maximum likelihood learning procedure g ML and with another learning procedures g H (to be defined later). In all the examples, we have an object with sets X = R, Y = {1, 2} and probability density distribution of the form p(x, y; θ) = p y · (
with some unknown parameters specified later. Such object is a complex object in a sense of Definition 2 and the compared learning procedures for it can be implemented almost exactly. We use the loss function (5). The required accuracy for constructing closest to optimal procedures is ε = 0.01.
Example 8.
[18] Let µ 1 = 1, µ 2 = (−1), and only the a priori probabilities p y , y ∈ {1, 2}, be unknown. Thus, the set of models is Θ = {θ | 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1} and the a priori probabilities p y of the states are p 1 = θ, p 2 = 1 − θ. This is the example used by H.Robbins to explain his idea of empirical Bayesian approach. We simplify the example even further by assuming that the learning information is not a signal sample (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) but a state sample (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). To use the technique from Section 5 the set Θ is discretized with a step 0.05. Figure 2 (page 12) shows how the probabilities min q∈Q R(q, θ) and R(q minmax , θ) depend on model θ. Note that they do not depend on the sample size n because they do not depend on the sample at all. Figure 4 shows how the risks R G (g ML , θ) and R G (g 0 , θ) depend on the model θ for the sample sizes n = 1, 2, 4. It is striking how high the risk R G (g ML , θ) is for some models. Of course, one cannot expect the risk to be too low because the learning samples are very small and thus they bring little information about the true model. Nevertheless, however small the amount of information, it is non-zero and it should be used to improve subsequent recognition, at least to some extent. But the example shows that it is much better to ignore this information than to use it with maximum likelihood learning. The example illustrates quite transparently the main drawback of maximum likelihood learning.
Example 9. For the same complex object as in Example 8, let the learning information be a sequence (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) rather than (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ). This is exactly the case considered by H.Robbins. The risk R G (g 0 , θ) of closest to optimal learning is compared with the risk R G (g ML , θ) of maximum likelihood learning. Even for this simple complex object, it is not easy to find the maximum likelihood model
Therefore, we also consider the heuristic procedure (10) by H.Robbins, which is denoted by g H . The procedure is not based on the maximum likelihood x i + 1 2 , which can be easily calculated. Figure 5 shows how the risks R G (g 0 , θ), R G (g ML , θ) and R G (g H , θ) depend on the model θ for the sample sizes n = 1, 2, 4.
Example 10. Let X = R, Y = {1, 2}, p 1 = p 2 = 0.5, and µ 1 = 0. The expected value µ 2 = θ is unknown, it is only known that it belongs to the set Θ = {−6, −5.8, −5.6, . . . , 5.8, 6} of 61 possible values. Thus,
The learning information is a sequence (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of random signals generated by the object in state y = 2. We did not observe any significant difference between maximum likelihood learning and closest to optimal learning. 
) on θ for sample sizes n = 1, 2, 4. The solid curve shows the risk min q∈Q R(q, θ). the learning information is more complicated. It is a sequence (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) of signals generated by the object with unknown states. In this case, the maximum likelihood estimate
is not easy to find. Therefore, besides the maximum likelihood estimate we also consider the consistent estimate θ 2 = 2 n n i=1 x i along with the corresponding learning procedure g H . Figure 6 shows how the risks
) depend on the model θ for the sample sizes n = 1, 2, 4. One can see that neither the maximal likelihood procedure g ML nor the heuristic procedure g H dominates the other. However, the closest to optimal procedure g 0 dominates both g ML and g H , especially for small sample sizes. We have not observed any significant difference between the compared procedures for the learning sample sizes larger than 10.
The case of an empty learning sample (n = 0) is of a particular interest. In this case the maximum-likelihood learning problem cannot even be formulated
Figure 6: EXAMPLE 11. Dependency of the risks R G (g 0 , θ), R G (g ML , θ), R G (g H , θ) on the model θ for sample sizes n = 0, 1, 2, 4. The solid curve shows the risk min q∈Q R(q, θ).
because any model estimate is meaningless when empirical data are absent. The minimax requirement for recognition strategy may be formally stated but it result in a strategy that makes a wrong decision with probability 0.5 for each true model. As for the closest to optimal requirement, it can be formulated for this case as well and results in a quite reasonable strategy. Figure 6 shows how the risk R G (g 0 , θ) depends on θ when the learning sample is absent at all.
Results and corollaries
A common feature of known methods of recognition with learning is that a single model is selected from a given model set. This selected model 'best' matches the learning sample, usually it is a consistent estimate of the model. Nevertheless, only a single model is selected from the set of all possible models. Then the recognition strategy is constructed as if the selected model was the true one. Due to consistency of the model estimate, such methods are acceptable when the learning sample is large enough. However, the methods give no guarantees for subsequent recognition when the learning sample has limited size, especially when the size is obviously insufficient to determine the model unambiguously. The drawback is well-known as the small sample problem and forms an obvious gap in today's knowledge of recognition with uncertain statistical model. Strictly speaking, clarity is achieved only in two extreme cases. If no learning sample is available, then it is appropriate to use the minimax approach. If the sample is large enough, then it is possible to use known methods of recognition with learning. If the situation falls somewhere inbetween, the application developer faces the question whether he should consider the sample large enough and use known methods of learning, or consider the sample too short and ignore it. The concept of closest to optimal strategy allows to consider the recognition with learning from a point of view that differs from the conventional one. It answers some questions that were unanswered up to now. However, new questions arise that are not visible from the conventional viewpoint. Moreover, it turns out that the third and many other points of view on the problem are possible.
1. Both recognition without learning and recognition with learning can be formalized in a unified framework as developing a closest to optimal recognition strategy. The formalization covers the whole range of learning sample sizes, including the zero size.
2. The concept of closest to optimal strategy enables to formalize the main idea of empirical Bayesian approach of H.Robbins, namely that simultaneous recognition of multiple objects can be performed much better than recognition of each object independently. The problem of compound object recognition can be formulated as finding a closest to optimal strategy.
3. The uniform formulation of the recognition problem with respect to the sample size allows to achieve a satisfactory clarity in the small sample problem. Each learning sample, however small, is more useful than its absence. It is not the size of the learning sample that determines its sufficiency for subsequent recognition, it is not even the learning sample itself. Any sample, however small, can be sufficient for recognizing some objects, as well as even a very large sample can be insufficient for recognizing some other objects. It is the pair "samplesignal" that is sufficient or insufficient for recognition. It is not necessary to amend the developed approach in order to distinguish between sufficient and insufficient pairs "sample-signal". The discrimination can be achieved with tools that are already present in the approach. The decision about current object state has to take values from the set Y ∪ {♯} where ♯ is the decision that the given pair "learning sample-signal" is insufficient to recognize the hidden state with a small enough risk. Thus, if the small sample problem is correctly formulated, it disappears as an independent problem. It is subsumed by the correct formulation of the recognition problem and inside this more general problem it is solved more subtly, more exactly.
4. Similarly, recognition with learning becomes a special case of recognition without learning. In this particular case, the data available for recognition consist of two parts. The first part depends both on the hidden object state and on the unknown model. The second part directly depends on the model and does not depend on the state when the model is fixed.
5. To find the closest to optimal strategy for a realistic application, it is necessary to overcome fundamental computational difficulties. This is nothing new in the pattern recognition practice. Maximum likelihood estimation or empirical risk minimization are also far from trivial even in very simple realistic situations. In practice, they need to be implemented with certain acceptable simplifications. Similar difficulties can be expected for the developed approach.
6. There is only one universal statement in the presented approach. It is the dichotomy between Bayesian and improper strategies. In contrast, closest to optimal strategy can be defined in many other reasonable ways. According to our definition, a strategy q * X is closest to optimal if it satisfies the conditions R X (q * X , θ) − min
with the minimal value of c. If the risks R X (q X , θ) are not negative, the conditions R X (q * X , θ) ≤ c · min
are no less reasonable. Moreover, it is not obligatory to use the optimal risks min q∈QX R X (q, θ) in these conditions. Any other values R * (θ) can be used that express the desired parameters of the recognition system under development. However, independently of the possibly modified requirements, the developed strategy has to be Bayesian and its search is reduced to looking for an appropriated weight function over the set of possible models. The article answers the questions that were formulated in [19, page 272] several years ago. The questions gave an opportunity to look at the problem from an unconventional point of view. Now, new questions arise and one can see that in spite of the long history of recognition with learning, a much longer way is ahead.
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